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INTROWMCION

This r~pbrt is the Second Semiannual Status Report under

Cbotract Noool4-67-A-OII20oO39i which, begah on 1iT June 1969.

We continue to start new projects uhde*" this pr6giami which we

fed: have potential for develoting, into •major'new technical ,areas,

capable of generating sepa;ate support based on initial results

demonstrated under the Joint Service Program. The preceding report

discussed three, project areas 6riginated under the •Joint 'Service

i-rogram which had attained that status, -and were being continued

Sand'appriecably expande- under neW auspices, fiamely the acoustic

surface wave ramplifiei• the acoustic microscope, and an ultraviolet,

laser-jroject,. These have grown into separate contracts of real

significance. The surface wave amplifier provides very large stable,

gain 6er'-wide bandwidth and is moving closer to inc6rporation for

overcomihg iosses in practical delay lines for signal fprocessing.

Industrial 'delpmeut for- this purpose is underway. 'Acoustic

microscope components of both direct imaging and scanning types,

both of which o.iginated underý the Joint Scivice Program, aire

sh6wing •behavior in' eccordance with expectations, zand initial

testing with biological specimens is beginning under the follow-oh

program.

During the repofting period a new area of vaciuin depositlibr of

semiconductor films for UHF and microwave device -work has been

added to- the Joint Service Program. This work was insaplred by

promising findings un~der the: follow-on surface wave amplifie-

contract referred to above, that indium antimonide can be vacuum

deposited having a new range of-dc parameters suitable for use

-yith the surface wave amplifier, and that semiconductor fabrication

-for the amplifier could be tremendously simplified by vacuum

deposition techniques if the rf parameter-s of the filns could also

be brought into the correct range. This is a speculative idea with
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arge prospective-la~yofff ,ifdevice-cdost-and terf~rmanfice.. It ,ha's- been

possible dvaing the few, miffnths, that it has, -been active under the

Joifit Sctv-ce Prograih :to 'obta:ih promising results in ,pifipointing the

ri , param ters- which are -4eleVafit in,,semiconductor filmis, for high

frequency devices, and' in making- progress toward the-.achievement of

these parameters. Other mat-faiqs are also- to be -tried, and there

is the P.ssbI•ity that- general vacuum dep6sitiOn of semiconauctors

will gi•cw infb a, major activity in this laboratory.

During. the '7'porting period we -have ,undertaken 'development of

a general. cpmputer program for calculating acoustic propagation in

systems c6nsisting Of a, thin 'ilim on ai substrate, ,which includes as

special cases all problems of ,surface wave" propagation on a single

surface, guided wave and: di•%persive, wave ,propagation in thin layers

on 6 substrate; land general' focusing and' deflection of surface type

waves. Until recently it has been possible -to use simple programs

which assumed: the materials -are isotropic aand nonpiezoelectric, but

current experimental device work with strongly inisotropic and

.,piezoelectric materials, required that both- these ?,.aracteristics

be ihcluded, and both of them nec6ss,,tate Miajor -pr6gramning steps.

The ,program is now in operation with arbitrary anisotropy in both

the substrate, and film and the addit-ibin of arbitrary piezoelectricity

is underway; it its finding essential application to a variety of

- urface wave device projedts ,within the--laboratory.

A third-new program which was added at the beginning of the

reporting period is a theoretical and experimental investigation of

parametric -amPli-fication- of surface acoustic waves, is & possible

means for low noise amplification in surface wave ;lay line devices

and for: the ,generation cf surface waves at UHF- anc' microwave

frequenmies. Afiew ,parametric interaction betweern acoustic and

electricil. waves in pi-zoelectric crystals is involved which was

first discovered in bulk wave delay lines on another program in this

laboratory. While bulk waves ' ve high dynamic range which makes
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them essential irn some applications, they also require high)

threshold power for parametric oscillation.

It was predicted that surface waves would be capable of low

thresholds and this question is now being investigated under the

curreni- ýprogram.

It w-l0 b1 noted in the text that,,'some-current projects are

nearing'completion and this cireumst~ance will be accompanied by

the addition of further new- research areas under the program. At

the present time], six 'projects are active under this contract.

I. Theory of Thin Film Waveguides

II. Tunable Raman Laser

III. Ring Lasers

IV. Surfade Wave Parametric Amplification

V. Semiconductor Films

WI. Submillimeter Wave Generator

In the text below, certain introductory parts of the project reports

are repeated-each time so the reader may Mbre readily follow the

work without reference to previous reports,.

The responsible investigator is M. Chodorow; C.F. Quate is coQ

responsible investigator.
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"I. THEORY OF THIN FILM WAVEGUIDES

(B. A. Auld, L. P. Solie, and H. J. Shaw)

During the past reporting-;period we have developed a computer

program capable of finding the dispersion relations for guidedk acoustic

waves in a film supported by a semi-infinite substrate where both mate-

rn'als are nonpiezoplectric but otherwikse arbi-traril-y anisotropic. The

mathematical ,approach is essentially the-same as was described in the

previous reporting period for the ,anisotropic, free• plate so' no detailed

theoretical de-..1vatiofi is necessary. Aguided wave is composed of a,

sum of -solutions which individually rmust satisfy the equation Lf motion

in their respecti~ve media; the sum of these solutions must satisfy the

fo].lowing boundary conditions: 1) zeru normal stress at the free surface

of the filmi, ý) continuous normal stress across the boundary between the

film and substrate1 , 3) continuous displacement vector across this same

boundary, and,'4- -isplacement vector componenifs must vanish exponentia•.ly

.nto the substrate.

A typical dispersion curve is shown in Fig, I when phase velocity

is plotted versus the product of film thickness h and wave number k

for a gold film on sapphire. The gold film, though nearly isotropic,

is oriented with a cabic axis normal to the surface and anther cubic

axis in the directic'n (f propagation. The sapphire is X cut, Y pro-

- aaling.

A second program developed during this reporting period was a

spedial case of the above pugram. This program calcuLate-i the surface

velocity for an arbitrarily oriented anisotropic surface wave with no

film present. These waves are nondispersive but depend upon crystal

orientation with respect to the surface normal and the direction of

propagation as show,, for LiNbO3 In Fig. 2. Fer this figure the Y and

Z crystal axes Iie in the plane iefined by the surface n rmal and the

propagation direction. The angle between the surface normal and the

Z axis is 0 ; velocity is in cm/sec divided by tO 5. As indicatei

f -1-
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FIG. 1--Velocity versus film thickness-wavenu~ber for the lowcest order
surface wave for gold on sapphire.
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in the figure, e 0 and 180° corresponds to Z crý ± -propagating,

wh•l e =-900 is Y duty, Z propagatirl. -;

The latter part of this reporting Deriod' wAs deyoted to-eXtending

these analyses to include piezoelectric •etfects.. .Usiidg-the quaýt'i'tatic

approximation for the electric field', the following is the equation of

motion for acoustic waves in a piezoelec¢tr•c ,midium.

y) ( , ' -.>
+ + • k u - (1)

where is the propag&t{ior vector

k

SV = thiý surface wave velrcity

p. = the mass density

C = the- stiffness constants

5
S= the dielectric constants

.e = the -Diezoelectric constants

u the displacement vector.

Solutions to this equation are sought in trie form,

A ik (IX I + X2 3 - -Vt)
- u. = •i e il~,()

u•: a ie

where the surface wase propagates along X! and X is normal to the
1 3

surfane. Here, a i are constants describing the phase and amplitude

relationship between the components of u. for a giver. solution. In

order for solutiuns a. to exist, the secular determinmtnt of Eq. (I)
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must vanish,, The resultinc, equatP'n Ls, an elghttA (order r,,iy'nz2.r 2

1,;3 when the cceifflcl'ents arn I'nnc'.lors Of the veliuý.Jty- v Consider:ble

effort has been, made to express these c'.,efficlents asý exrAlicit Tfunct~ionq

o V v ih order to make the calculation of the 1.. seTceta

possIble s inc, in !-,he riumer Le!cal j eni el ations, thil s )peration i~s- re~eatc-

rnm~y tUm's in a reiherative loop.. This step) has ~recently beeii Tinish-ei

'and th'e next step is to ilnpuse boundary conditions for vqric,,s guIcied,

mode probl~ems.



musL v anish. The~ rc. t, Ig -ttou-a,, a

1 whe-n the c,(efCo ents a r" ,, : i. ri:ý l' Lo ye ,'i ty v Crsiea

effort has been made to express richse v-,eff. -. ,!nts as c'xr liclt ft,-nc~t -cns

of v in or~ler tt' make lhe cao-u!,mrA n s n as *,:f : o 1, ~s

poFnec iD. lhI, i -~C~~ J 1f~ (C'C ja j~t ~ s roeIe

many in. a r., It ~I i v,' ri. s ~i ';'s re,''cn t y ber o o sn e

and the nextu step 1s Li T.pk so unr*.ary con,, t b s i'X r var i s Cu: iel,

mcdeorb2e:



11. TUNABLE (IR) RAMAI' LASER,

(R.r. Pantel IIThE. Puthoftf, S.A. Sus~smbn, -P.C. Johnson, Soolioo)

Ai L! ill RO V UCG I 10IN

Tlx. pi*m sez (J' th~is investltiLta:'n are ti st, 3y tOhe c )rnver.4'iin -j

orie rgy. from Ulne 112enuency to another ut! I i z-,inlg 'ihe ?xamr.-ni e0

- tuab3. ~.~~tiah fi ar-,JýL.Trarcti S( .ures 'i .

esii'ah~sne~tr~'arAr c-nerenve pri' pertiles; ýard ton btalln aý ý,in'$a

a~d~f~st:.~3?4~ C ~i* aate r i a' s and Cinoch'An i'sils 'llv. I v,. 1-I 1 t.Iis r ,

B., iMAJOR, ArCCOMPL IS3HMENTS'

,1. , Weriuiental. MoWýk

A- i~ie '~ 1v.ly-eff!,&ient,. tunable imnvrO)ed and tia s, .. re

,hac been) develuped-; In- th& frei he, radiation can 'b tuned~

tLlnuwcslv 'from 50 tuo 250 midrun6 w'l,th t.v~werAý of, 1Q, t(. 100 watts.I.

t-he ý,sible the s-ource con.;bt: tu:ikad, over 19O0 angst-rcms wit-, c vý~~~

eff.lc'ieficy Tr(':n,ý 1' -megawatt- ruby laser pumnp of greater than 50ý. D E.

devic~e oonsist6 slmpiý of' a 1ithkium nlobate, (LihlbO ) crysty p.

front of~ a Q-sw'itchedi ruby lpseP. -Tuning is apchievel rt tot !rq;t.t

cryvstauI qk~' thAt thte -al'~bet~ween, the jpiazq hc~m, anO rhoe ,, i::.z*

QTyS LIlI Va~os *ts varjC'ei. Extorna! '.'L-'Pft(ps rii t r"'vr,'--~:

dev Lce opafe at rr oni 't~emperatture, ellm'týn~t ing the neecf rX: 'va

temn erature cxonl'e

MWe have receuntly neiesured. thr, po'wer vorsus wavclongth cnr~ ~

,'.r the infeared iignal -utput . The resul ts agree W tAi he. ry llwilk

;-owers of ~- '150 watts at 'ýtOO- mlcrons are gen-erat&'e Wý-:. -uT ''s

4iamage as a typ ical resutil. In atlolIt !.. :n:-wlt!. "re'r*

been o'cmIIe ted uhich `nl! cate ban.iwil-t s~ f' .Vr:~ ra.:I

~.ver t~he cbserv(,di l'.1:it! i'anl f:' l.p.Ty~ v~.
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2. Theoretical Work

In the stimulated Raman process of interest, energy intensity at

ýt he pump frequency is conveited into energy intensities ,at both the

shifted Ra.man (visible) frequency and the- infrarei frequency. Hitherto,

in theoretical analyser- of the problem depletion of the pump intensity

-as a result of conversion, to other frequencies has been neglected. Due

t6,'the efficiency of the process (i.e.,-observed high conversion) w,

have begun to investigate the effects of pump depletion. Closedtform

soluti0ns have -been obtained. Computati'6h's and experimental verification

of the theoretical predictions are now underway,,

3. Further Work

As a result of the success of the project, otheitcrystals to provide

further extension of the work are being investigated, both theoretically

for their properties dnd experimeiital).y by being, grown in the crystal

research laboratory. Tf anticipated results :are forthcoming, i will

b possible, to extend the results obtfined thus Car to'new frequencies

id also to cw operation.

"(7



APPENDIX

II. TUNABLE RAMAN LASER

POWER AND LINEWIDTf .OF TtIABLE STIMULATED FAR IR EMISSION

IN LiNbOo3
B. C. Johnson, H. E. Puthoff, i. ~ooHoo., and S. S. Sussman

Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

ABSTRACT

The 'po'•.er Versus wavelength ,haracteristic for a .high p6wer,

continuously tunable far "infrared source has been experimentally

determined and compared with the6ry. Utilizing a Q-switched' ruby

laser as thepuT and stimulated ]lý6ariton scattering in the crystal

LijibO as the scatteiing mechanism, peak' powers of ~.150 W at 200
3

microns are generated without cryrstal damage. Lineilidth m~aslire-

ments indi'-Lte a bandwidth of <-0.5 cm- for the radiation over the

observed tuning range of 66 to 200 microns.

This work was supported by the joint Services Electronics Prograim.



We receitlyreported the Jrect •detection- of tunable stimulated

far infrared radiation accompanying< optical -cattering from .the iowest

A ý-symmetry p6lýaitonm6de in LiNbO3 •'2 The stimulted radiation

results from a parametric wpteo@ess hreby input ,pump photons of

frequency v interact With an op:tical vibrational mode in the crystal

at frequency' vi , r&dddcifig "signal" radiatLon at v =.vV - v. and
S 'p 1.

"idler" radiation at v....Since the idler frequency and wave vector

;u3t lie on the material dispersion' characteristic (cc - k diagram),

a uniq6e set of allowed frequbncdkes and wave vectors is determined

3'for the scattering process.. Simultaneous tuning of-signdl and

idler is then accomplished by varying the angle between pump and signal

propagqtion vectors.

In our experiment, opposite ends of an uncoated a-axis LiNbO'
3'

cry.' 6al were' polished, flat and parallel to form a 11wQ resonator

,.r the •signal,'radiation. Tuning was accomplished at room tempprature

by mechanically varying the anglebetween the pump,beam and' the crystal

surfacencnrmal. The pump, signal, and idler are linearly pblarized

parallel to the. crystal c-axis.

The experimiental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The pump was a

Q-switched ruby laser ('9!" *)emitting 20 nsec. pulses wi:61'i a peak power

of - NU and' a beam diameter at the laser of about 2 mm. A :O cm

focal length lens focused the beam-near the output end of a %- cm

a-axis LiNbO3 crystal with the laser polarized along the c-axis.

The laser-lens combination is --unted on a rotatable bench with its

pivot point coinciding with the outpu. end of the crystal, which rests



on 0 fixed platf6rm. The end faces of the crystal were polished flat.

tand para1lel-eto within a few seconds of arc. In addition, a cut was

made ih the corner of the crystal output end at the proper angle to

allow .the idler' radiation to emerge approximately normal t& the-exit

su.sface and hence minimize reflection loss at the crystal-air interface.

0IR4detection.was provided by a calibrated Golay detector system, with

6L black polyethe]yne filter placed in the o'llect-ing Light pipe to

eliminate stray optical signals. Outputs from this detector were

monitored on a Tektronix Type 555 oscillodCope. Temporal behavior of

input pump, output pump, and signal radiation was monitored on photo"

diodes in conjunction with a TektronYY`x Type 519 oscillbs6ope. Optical

wavelengths ;ie recorded on film at the output of a- 1 M g'rating

spectromef e. Measurements of the signal radiation linewidth were

performed with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. The transmitted outptz;

pump beam was-blocked ddiring the linewidth measurements.

Figure 2 shows the ohi*erved-tuning curve o6r-the crystal use h

the experiment. The signal and id4er radiatlofi was monitored di ictly

for each of the points indicated on the figure. Detailed behavior of

the frequency tuning as the angle of incidence is varied, has been

treated elsewhere. 
1

''

The mignitude and frequency dependence of the scattered idler

power- =ay be estimated theoretically. Proceeding from rate equations,

we odbain that power at the idler frequency. P. , generated inside the

crysa! is given by

v. / g cos
,,i (!)

' \g cos o +.
S -i

i - 10 -



II

where gs , the signal gain' constant, satisfies the growth equation

s~
s = gs'Ps

I zSI

is the'angle between pump and idler propagation •vectors (see Fig. 1)',
and Q. is the idler absorption constant., The value of C. is deter-

1 Y i

mined from infrared refled,•ivitý data, 0 and all other parameters in.

Eq. (!)-can be evaluated from a plene wavF treatment of th& scattering

process. The result',ng theoretical curye ,r normalized idler powep

versus 'wavelength appears as the sd.oM line on Fig. 3, for which. we have

assumed a ruby pump kifh'anintensi~ty of 5 x 10 W/cm , the -approximate'

6value used in the experiment. 'For a signal 'power P 10 W (corre-

sponding to •experimentally observed values),. 'Fig, 3 implie, 'a peak

,idler' power P 1.50 W generated inside the- drystal at V. = •0 cm-1

(xi = 200 j.). Experimental poihts appear as dots on the figire with

accuracy indicated by error bars. The measured idler power

outside the crystal is reduced frorm the plotted internally gerierated

power by a factor of about twenty, primarily due to surfa',e reflecti6hi

and absorption betweer the generatin6 volume and the exit face..

We may quantitatively determine some additional characteristics of

the idler radiation based on a knowledge of the signal frequency band-

width. Conservation of energy for the scattering process requires that

where V refer respectively to the idler and signal

linewidths. Fabry-Perot measurements performed on the signal radiation

over the observed tuning range indicated values for ._vs ranging from

- Ii -
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-1
about 0.1 to r.5 cm Hence we infer that the idler radiation in our

experiment exhibited a lihewidth, Avi , of less than 0.5 cm -througih-

out the tuning range.

Having determined the linewidth of the idler radiation, it then

becomes possible to estimate its spatial divergence. The material

dispersion curve indicates, for-a given frequency interval AV.

along the curve, a corre'sponding. w&ve vector spread fkOr the

idler radiation. Since the idler wave, vector determines its propagation

direction, a Lki result's in spatial sýreading of the idler output beam.

Thus by khowing ALV , we may estimate the angular diverger7ce of the

radiation as it e6erges from the crystal exit face. For a AV. of

~0.5 cm the average value for the •angalar divergence outside the

crystal is approximately 2- degrees.

in summary, power' and lihewidth measurements have been accomplished

for a stimulated coherent far infrared source, tunable from 66 to 200

microns. High peak power (- 1:,0 W), narrow frequency linewidth, and

-small angular divergence characterize the output radiation, which was

directly •detected over the entire tuning range. Some interesting

1eatures of the source are its simplicity, continuous tunability, and

room temperature operation.

The authors wish to acknowledge the efforts of R. FeigelJon and

i. 2cry mf the Stanford Center for Materials Research who grew the

r..ztal used in this experimeit and of B. Griffin who oriented, cut,

anJ r•lished the crystal. The continued supnort and encouragement of

R. H. Pantell during his sabbatical leave, as well as the technical

assistance of J. M. Yarborough are also gratefully acknowledged.
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FIGURE CAnIONS

1. Schematic diagram of'the experimental setup. Idler radiation

emerges approximately noirnal to corner face of LiNbO0 crystal

and is monitored by Golay detector-light pipe combination.

L is a 50 cm f6cal length lens, BS denotes beam splitters,

PD1 and PD2 are photodiodes, and D indicates diffusers used

to uniformly illuminate spectrometer slits. Pump, •ignal and

idler propagation direetions and angles are indicated by phase

matching triangle at upper left. Rotation of laser bench varies

9' ,ana hence e

2. ,Obserlied tuning curve. Scale at left represents idler frequency

V. in wave numbers, scale. at right the corresponding wave-

length (1/vi).

3. Normalized idler power 'versus wav*e-tngth generated inside cr•,stal

Theoretical analysis indicated by solid curve with dots• corresponding

to experimentally observed points. Idler frequency and wavelength

indicated on bottom scales. Idler power outside the crystal is

reduced by a factor of about 20 due to surface reflection and

absorption between the generating volume 'and zhe exit face.
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III'. RING LASERS

(M. Chodorow, H. E. Puthofý, S. I. Wax)

A. INTRODUCTION

In this project we, are studying the •effe&t of frequekcy Modulation

on the behavior of a ring laser. The' goals are to develop techniques

which might 'be used to improve the low frequency sensitivity of a riing

laser, and to better understand the physical phenomena involved in the

operation of the device.

levifbus research, spors6red by the Air Force under contract

AF 33 (615-67-C)1245., dealt,with the behavior of the ring, laser' in the

presence of pulses produced by intracavil;, 'phase modulation. A report

on that research is given in Appendix A.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSý

Research on this contract has dealt with the 'conditioh of fre-

quency modulation.- As described in Appendik A, this condition way be

achieved by detu% i'ng the phase modulator about 300 MHz ilwcy from Mode

spacing.

In order to monitor the frequency modulated optical spectruri, a

confocal-cavity -. anning interferometer has been constructed. Using

this device we have bceih able to verify the presence of a single fre-

quency-modulated spectrum, whose modulation index varies in the range

between about 5 and 13 as we vary the modulator frequency and depth.

Measuring the beat between oppositely directed waves, we found a

frequency -f~fset in absence of rotation. The offset is of the order

1-2 kHz, and thermally drifts over several hundred Hz. Besides being

deleterious to rotation sensing, this result is at first surprising.

In the pulsed case we attributed the offset to the localization of'

energy so that a pulse arrives at the modulator at a particular time.

However, in the FM case, the intensity is uniform and we may not speak

of an arrival time. The offset in this case comes from mode pulling

resulting from the large rmvudulator detuuning. A slight dif'erence
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between the spectral shapes of the 6ppositely-directed waves causes a

difference in net mbde pulling and thus an offset. The drift in offset

results from ýiie extreme sengitivity of relative •mode amplitudes to

the parameters of the system.

In' the FM case, as. in t -,pulsed case, we note the existence of

two states•, analogotus to the 0 and II puisietates (described ih

Appendix A). The offset changes as wetwitch. between the two FM states,

and in one state& -16king never occurs, wiiile in the other there is

locking with hysteresis. This-16 havior is not UiMde6stood', 'and in fact

it is not clear Whether the 'theqry predicts 'the -exigsnce of two FM

states. `S~rie fuit~t egff•ot will be made to -understand this behavior.
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between the spectral shapes of the oppositely-directed waves causes a

difference in net mode pulling and thus an offset. The drift in offset

results from the extreme sensitivity of relative mode amplitudes to

the parameters of the system.

In the FM case, as in the pulsed case, we note the existence of

two states, analogous to the 0 and IE pulse states (descr.,b&!d ;n

Appendix A). The offset changes as we switch between the two Fh, states,

and in one state locking never occurs, while in the otner there is

locking with hystere:;is. This behavior is not understood, and in facl

it is not cll-ýar whether the theory predicts the existence of two FM

states. Sýme further effort will be made to understand this behavior.
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APPENDIX A

III. RING LASER PROJECT

Research directed Vy
Professor Chodorow

1. 'INTRODUCTION

Thise project is concerned with research on the properties of &h

eLe.'romagnetic rotation .ensor, more commonly referred 't6 as a ring

lasei,. In particular, 'it i-s concerned with approadhes which can

probably ovei'come the principal-disadvantages of existing ring lasers.

A ring laser •Is An optical oscillator with mirrors -placed- at the

coi'ners of. 'a polygon. The lit' follows thid closed path around the

perimeter, so that the natural, modes will consist of rUifning waves,

traveJ.;ng in opposite• directions around the ring. The resonant

condition i's that tht 'round-tf ip pathlength be an integral number of

wavelengths. Iii the presence of rotation, geneial relativity tells

Us that the ,pathlenigths for light traveling in opposite directions will

.be diCferent so th... the frequencies of the opposite.y-directed ,(OD)

waves are. different by an am.ount

1A
XP'

where

Af' = frequency difierence between OD waves in cycles/see

A, = area of the polygon ;normal to the axis of rotation

X = optical wavelength

P = perimaeter of the polygon

Q = rate of rctation in radians/sec

Thus, we may use the beat frequency between oppositely-directed waves

as a linear measure of absolute rototi'on rate.
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The use of the ring laser as a rotation-4r•te sensor has, in the

past, had several limitations as tie rotation rate becomes small, A

laser normally oscillates at several closely spaced, frequencies,, or

axial modes. 1X-a multimode laser, competition between these axial

modes produces 'frequency pulling and amplitude jitter causing the out-

'put.to be incoherent so •that low frequency beat notes cannot be meas-

ured. To overcome this effect, it is common to operate ring lasers

under conditions in which only one mode oscillates in each direction,

but this results Ain a weak and noisy signal. More important, single.-

mode operation often produces a frequency error vdhich depends ,strongly

upon the ring-perimeter, varying by-kHz's for length changes less than

a wavelength. ýThus, 'very elaborate thermal and mechanic),'l engineering

procedures must be followed to achieve a stable signal. Another diffi.

culty arises as :• result of coupling between the oppositely-directed

"waves, by mechanisms such as backscattering. Suchcoupling causes the

oppositely-directed waves to lock together in frequency at low rotation

rates so that the beat signal disappears.,

In other laboratortes, fiequency bias or dt'thering techniques

have been used to avoid the problem of ,sensing low rotation rates. In

this laboratory, we are using intracavity modulvtion techntques ii an

attempt to directly improve the -ensitivity to low rotaticnr rates,

using 6ll the modes of a muliimode laser.

Our modulation teqhniques overcome both of the limitations 'ex-

pressed above. The frequency spacing and phase difference between

adjacent axial modes is fixed by the modulator, produAngý a low-noise

coherent multimode signal. And the waves in opposite direct:ons are

isol'ated f6om each other through the production of either narrcw pulses

or frequency modulation, reducing the possibility of coupling and

locking.

Two types of modulationhave been used in this laboratoUy.

One method consists of loss modulation in which a time-varying optical

loss produces pulses which arrive at thi modulatcr during th, time of

minimum loss. A detailed report on this portion of the prcject ::n
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the form of a Ph.D. di• •eftation, is available [Ref. A-i]. The other

method, to which we devote'this ieport, is phase modulation, using an

element whose optical length is a function of time. By properly,

adjusting the modulation drive frequency, it is possible to produce

either short pulses or frequency modulation.

2. DISCUSSION OF PHASE MODULATION

Intracavity phase& modulation of a linear, two-mirror laser' is

discussed theoretically by Harris and McDuff [Ref. .- 2], and experiment-

ally by Amman 't al [Ref. A-3]. We have found that, a phase perturba-

tion in a ring laser behaves similarly to that lin '•-linear laser. The

above references give 'a rather detailed quantitative prediction of the

,behavior, but physical. insight may_ be gaine4dby a- qualitative discus-

sion.

Consider the lasers shown inFig. Anl, containing a phaser modu-

lation element within.the optical feedbaozk path. The optical length

of the modulator varies ih time, as shown in Fig. A-2. Thus light

passing through the modulator undergoes a Doppler shift in ftrequency,

proportional to the rate of change of optic~al length; Since the modu-

lator is within the laser feedback path, light passes the modulator

many times, and the Doppler shift is regenerative. If the modulation

frequency is tuned to the axial mode spacing, i.e., the modulation

period equals the optical round-trip time for the cavity, a given

point in the light wave arrives at the moduiator at the same modulator

phase each pass. Thus energy arriving while the length is changing

vill eventually have its frequency shifted oUtside the gain bandwidth

of the active medium. The light will hence tend to concentrate in

pulses which pass through the 'modulator when its length is stationary.

Therefore, there are two distinct pulse trains which can exist in a

particular direction: one passing the modulation at 0 modulator

phase and one at R

In the linear laser, or in a particular direction in the ring,
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b. RING LASER

FIG. A-1. PHASE MODULATION IN LI.EAR AND RING LASERS
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r we then have four pVssibie results: Both wave trains ýmay exist simul-

taneoiisly, giving two pulses. per modulator cycle. ,a condition we refer

t6 as double pulses; one pulse train may be extinguished, leaving a,

single pulse per modulator cycle, either at 0 or at 7r; or, finally,

bothpulse trains may be extinguished. For a ring laser oscillating

in both directions, there are two possible pulse trains in each di-

rection,- with a total 6f sixteen types of pulsing possible,, as enu-

merated in Table 1. The type of pulsing that results is determined by

coupling between all the pulse trains in the active medium, and is a

function of the modulator tuning and depth.

The position at which oppositely-directed pulses will cross is

determined by bot'it the active medium and the modulatos. Because of

competition for gain, the active medium prefers the pulses to arrive

such, that the delay between successive pulses is maximum. In the -case

of single, pulses in both directions, the crossings will 'be 1/4 of

the ring perimetir frol the center of the medium. We-call these points

"natural crossings,2M and in most of- our experiments the modulator is

placed there.

Returning to Fig. A-2, if the modulator frequency is tuned away

substantially from axial mode spacing,, successive Doppler shifts will

otill add, regeneritively, but riot, in phase. The result will be that

each axial mode will have a frequency which v'aries substantially in

time. Viewed in the frequ6ncy ,omain (Fig. A-3), each mode has an,

f-mnspectrum. These spect•ra all compete for gain in the active medium,

and the one nearest line center will quench all the others, producing

a single f-m spectrum.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The modulation element used in these phase modulation experiments

is a 150 z-cut KDP rod as shown in Fig. A-4. Note that the ends are

cut at Brewster's angle to reduce backscattering. To drive the modu-

lator at 75 MHz, a matching circuit was placed in the modulator box

(see Fig. A-5'. Two features of the modulator box are worthy of note:

.2'•"



TABLE A-1. POSSIBLE TYPES OF PULSING FOR PHASE-MODULATED RING LASER

Direction: Clockwise Counterclockwise Ia I

Phase: 0 i 0 aT

Type No. t | DescriptionI J
i II

1 X X X X a Doubles in both directions
-I----------.------------- ---- I------------ --------------------------

2 X :x X -

3 I X X X i

4 X -X |

a a

5 X X X

6 x - -

Double in one direction
7 -X X

X -Xa-

S ingles cross at modulator
- X - X

S~a----------------------------- ------- -----------------------------

10 X -•- X Singles cross away from

'modulator
11 X X

12 - - -

.13 - X--
Single in one direction

14 - - X -

15 - -- X

-- I

16 | _ _ _ _ Total extinction

------------- ----------------- .1--------------------------------------

X indicates set of pulses is not extinguished.

11 a - a - moduato



"Free Running Spectrum

-2 +2 mode

Each mode generates its own f-n spectrum.

f-im spectrum of 0 th mode

before

SI inter-I I fi-m .spectrum of 1st mode

f-rn spectrum of -1Ast iide

Sidebands of adjacent f-m modesoverlap, and thus are coupled together
by medium. Spectrum wifh greatest gain ,tends to squelch dthers.

Net effect: single f-m spectrum

I f--m spectrum of Oth mode

after
Anter-

squelched f-m spectrum of 1st mode action

squelched f-m spectrum of -1st mode

FIG. A-3. GENERATION OF PURE FREQUENCY MODULATION
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A. RF mat, 4hing coil

B. RF 4tunini capacitor

C. Boron nitride for thermal stability

D. Modulator

E. Pickup loop to monitor modulation voltage

FIG. A-5. MODULATOR BOX
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the modulator is mounted, in -a cylinder of boron nitride, which has a

high thermal conductivity while being an electrical insiufator, so that

we may minimize'heating, effects. at high r-f power levels. A loop of

wire placed next to the modulator pr-vides a convenient method of

monitoring the modulat3r voltage and thus the optical length as a

function of time.

The zctive medium .s a Spectra-Physics Model 116 He-Ne plas;na

tube, operating at 6328 A, The tube is 120 cm long, and gives about

i0` single pass gain, sufficiebt to allow oscillation with several

elements in, the cavlty. The tube has a central cathode and an anode

n t eoch end, so that the effect, of g3s flow i6 the, tube is minimized,

ever. wi:th d-c excitation.

in order that the laser wili oszlllate in both directions simul-

taneously, it is necessary to reduce conipet tion between the two,

oppositely directed waves for the gain of the active medium. As

discussed in detail in Ref. A-I, this may be accomplished by splitting

the gain profile into two Doppler broadened curves. The splitting mcy

be done either •by using a miiture of two isotopes of neon, or hly using

magnets (Zeeman splitting). We have chbsebi the latter, rather than

going to the large expense of a cust6omi filled plasma tube.

To achieve a certain amount of mechanical stability, we have

placed the entire system on a stable table. The table consists of a

30W0-Ab. granite block supported by alternating layers of bricks and

rug pads. The wh01% table rests bn inner tubes which may be inflated

to completely isolate the §ystom from earth-borne vibrations, A

one-inch iluminum plate which-was originally used to facilitate mount-

ing of optical elements was removed when we discovered that it exhi-

bited stront, mechanical resonances. Optical elements are now set

directly on the granite by means of heavy brass bases.

To minimize effects of wind currents, and to provide dust pro-

tection, the system is ý:overed by a box consisting of mylar on a wooden

frame. The laser tube is separated from the rest of the system by a

plastic cover which keeps out thermal winds created by the hot filament



andý plasnia.

Since it would be difficult to rotate the heavy table, some other

means is needed to simulate rotation over and above -the earth',s rota-

tion. This is adcomplished by inserting in the cavity a,.non-reciprocal

opticalrphase shifter. Two such devi~ces which we have used are a

Faraday rotator and a Fresnel drag tube".

The Faradayerotator consists of a quartz iod with a coil of wire

"ound around it so that a,,d-c magnetic field may be applied along the

'rod. The ends of the rod are optically contacted to Fresnel rhombs

which serve to convert linearly polarized light to circularly polarized

light. -When a magnetic field' i applied; the Faraday effect causes

light traveling in one direction through -the rod to experience a phase

shift which is different from that eiperienced by light traveling in

the opposite direction, This produces-an observable fieq4ency beat

between the counter-rotating waves, and thus has the same effect as

ring rotation.

The Fresnei- diag tube is simply a tube with Brewstar anglewin-

dows on the-ends and inlet and outlet hokeý, so tnat gas may flow

along the laser beam, Tho flowing gas has different indices of re-

fraction in the opposite directions,,ard so sxirulates rotation.

A third method of rotation s:mula:ion has benr. u=,ed irn ome of

dur experiments, utilizing the innerent nor.,-reciprocity of phase

modilationr, as will be discusz'id later

The' geometries of the ring with tnh Faraday ce.ti and with the

Fresnel drag tube art given ir. Figs, A-6 and A-7 respecti,,ely For

both cases: Eq, 1 gives a beat frequency of 1 kAz per mrd/•.ec rota-

tion. The rotation rate of the earth would then correspond to a 50

fiz beat.

The three corner mirrors are multilayer dielectr:c mirrors,

coted for high reflectivity at normal incidznce. W:th our horizontal

polarization and relatively large incidence angles, we estimate a

loss of 0.1 to 0.5 percent through each mirror This transmitted
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light, along with light reflected from Brewster windows, is used to

monitor various parameters of the system: outpat beams frcn both

nlrections? with appropriate delay, are combined using a beam-splitter

and low frequency photo-diode to-measure the beat frequency between

the oppositely-directed waves. A small amount of light in the combiner

system is fed into photo-diodes to.monitor the intensity of the two

waves. Other output beams, one from each direction, are focussed

si*-iltaneously on a PIN photo-diode to monitor the narrow pulses pro-

du'ped by the modulation. At times a scanning interferometer is used

to loo4 at the optical spectrum, and/or a spectrum analyser is used

to study the r-f beat spectrum.

4. PULSED OPURATION-RESULTS

a, Types of Pulsing

Lýxpericcnts were conducted with the modulator placed at the

nazural crossing discussed above. By adjusting the modulator fre-

quency and ampiitude, we were able to produce nearly all of the types

of pulsing shown in Table A-i. The exception is that with the mod-

ulator at th2 natural crossing, oppositely-directed pulses tend to

cross in it so that pulses of types 10 and 11 do not occur.

A nap of pulsing type as a function of modulator frequency

and amplitude is given in Fig. A-B. The region identified as produ-

cing single pulses in both directions will also occasionally produce

doubles in one direction, with the other extinguished (types 6, 7),

However, iH the modulator is properly placed very close to the nntural

crossing, types 6 and 7 will rarely occur, presumably because the

magnets reduce the compet-ition between pulses travelling in opposite

directions, but not between thcse in the same direction.

As one would expect, there is very little preference for one

direction over the other, nor for single pulses to arrive at one

modulator phase rather than the other. The resulting direction or

phaie depends upon initial conditions, so that stable pulses may be

produced in either direction. or either phase.

.....
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We note in Fig. A-8 that more pulses occur as the modulator

frequency is decreased, and in fact, there is never more than a single

pulse in the ring for frequencie, higher than axial mode spacing.

This effect may be a result of Lae fact that, in order to keep in step

with the modulator at higher frequencies, a pulse must travel faster.

This can occur if saturation of the active medium favors the front of

the pulse, which can only happen if the saturated medium has time to

relax between pulses, hence fewer pulses at higher frequencies. The

behavior of Fig, A-8 with increasing modulator depth is not understood.

b. Offset

In the case of singlta pulses in both directions, we have

studied the beat freqnency between the oppositely-directed waves.

The.-re exists an offset frequency, or nonzero beat in absence of sim-

ulated rotation, This offset is a function of the position of the

modulator, as is shown in Figs, A-9 and A-10.

We note that for a particular modulator arrival phase, the

offset changes liaearly witn modulator position, and the slope is

nearly independent of modulator depth (approximately 3f kHz/cm). We

note further that at any particular modulator position, the offset

for 0 phase is nearly il and opposite to that for II.

These effects can ', explained by the fact that the mod-

ulatorts optical length is a function of time, and for small tunings

of the modulator frequency below axial mode spacing, the pulses arrive

at the modulator slightly before 0 or H. Thus if the modulator

position moves slightly away from the natural crossing, the oppositely-

directed pulses will not arrive exactly simultaneously, w11 see diff-

erent optical lengths, and hence, will have different optical fre-

quencies.

One would expect, Vien, that the slope of the offset vs

position curves 3hould be a strong function of modulator depth, as

this represents a scale factor for the optical length. A probable

explanotion is that, Lot stronger modulation, the pulse-crossing

position is more closely tied to the modulator, so that the pulses

so
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do not arrive at the modulator as far apart as at lower depths,

an effect which just cancels the length change.

If the offsets for 0 and If were exactly equal and opposite,

there would be no difficulty, as then one need only measure the beats

at both phases, add and divide by two. Unfortuxiately, this is not the

case. Fig. A-11 shows the non-reciprocity of the beat, which in the

ideal case would be equal to the beat induced by earth rotation, shown

dotted in Fig. A-11. We note that the non-reciprocity is a function

of modulator position. Previous data, taken under conditions of higher

loss, showed ver7 little variation of non-reciprocity with modulator

position over tLe same range; however, this non-reciprocity could not

be accounted for by earth rotation either.

It is clear that the 0 and R cases are treated differently

by the system. The difference results from the fact stated above that

for a small detuning of the modulator frequency below axial mode

spacing, as required to produce pulses in both directions, the pulses

will arrive at the modulator slightly ahead of the stationary phase

points 0 or IT. Thus the pulses see a slight time variation of opti-

cal length and undergo a Doppler shill in frequency. The spectrum is

shifted down in frequency for 0 and up for I1. What this means

"is that if the gain spectrum of the active medium is not symmetrical,

then the spectra of the two pulses Aill not have identical or mirror

shapes. There is reason to believe that such an asymmetry is intro-

duced by any means of reducing compet it ion belueen oppositely-directed

waves, using either maignots or a r ixture of isotopes.

The mechanism by which a slight difference in spectral con-

tent between the 0 and RT pulses produces a non-reciprocity in the

offset is believed to be as follows: The optical beam diameter, and

hence the power density, is nonuniform along the length of the active

medium. Therefore, because of nonlinear saturation of the medium,

the posit ion of the effect ive gain center till depend upon the detailed

nature of the ampl i ted signal. The result \uill be that natural cross-

ing position as let erm ined b\v 'he medium may be pulled depending upon
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the detailed shape of the pulses. A shift in the natural crossing of

the 0 pulses relative to that of the II pulses of only approximately

0.1 mm can account for the non-reciprocities seen in Fig. A-Il. A

comparison of Figs. A-9 and A-10 shows that *Yith nothirg changed ex-

cept the modulator depth, the natural crossing actually moves by

millimeters. This result is repeatabie, and in fact, tne natural

crossing is found to mrove wher.ever airost any p:.ras.•tsr of the system

is changed.

c. Rotation Sensi..g and Locking

The beat frequency betvear ctppositaly-direc-tsd waves has been

measured as a function of :=mulated rctatio, rare uzing the Faraday

cell. The result. plotted in T:gs, .- £2 and A-U) is vsry surprising.

In the 0 phase case, where th? pC'S,.2 arrivs' a- the mcdulator near

maximum length, the beat is l.raz -with rotation down to about 500 -4z.

at which point the txo wava7 bscc.,. lozoed -oge*ner in frequency and

the beat sign.l disappear-:. hF :i s: o:-. ,'oid -.c .lHowever,

in the 11 phase cassa atIncugh t'le beiat s-gnal bec..e, very nolsy ard

distorted below about 200 iz, ivcikrig rev-r occurs ,,nd the measured

beat frequency i3 L:rear witsh rotat... o•ir lhe ent:re range!

Ancther, and po-.=sbly r;.bLet, p.n-n ::- t"at f-he 0 phase

case, whert loc'zrirg occurs. .sov.• iv7-ter.:sis effectA Orcý. locking

has occurred, i. is: nr-t pz'.:zble to pro3uc• unlccN::.g ur.l-:s the

simulated rotatiro is r t:sei ,z a .-Yy nig. ,ý,iue, :orreaponaing to a

beat of abut. 13C, -,3z r adoat-c-. tz .:.'. l1-- ing h,- ::ccurred at 0,

if the bea.. :;-ntr~trrupt. ,r. i ".i to R, ioce::ng will remain

for seieral secor.d,, Jft.r ".ic4 ti b. fre.arx ,i.1 gradually

increase t: .-,e prope-r :.,u¢ Firalii. -f '-c,-..g hs cccurred at

0 phase an'. th.. la-:r ba-.. n'du:,'.r 1.,' ir zturrupted, tie

locking will raw,,:r, ever 1 ap.ipl:.-d r.-ta':or. prýx-,id tt.i- 0

phase cordit:ora r tib. .s" ":n.s. , r% '-'ro,

-hs ",-" er. :::, :;.ff--c° c.ir bt , in t.rr',ý of -triatilns

which frmr :r -hei KDP•.7 tie pr.-ur-e of at, c-p:c,1 ztind;ng wavi.

1he striatiors pro',ce ar...s.:a j:Lf.tion which irciea-L- the coupl:ng
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between the oppositely-directed waves. and thus maintaining the locking.

The striation effect, as well as an experiment to study the

phenomenon and a discussion of the mechanism, has been written up as

a letter rRef. A-4].

The strfition effect offers a possible explanation of the

absence of locking in the ff phase case. Perhaps, under the conditions

which would produce locking, striations build up which are of such a

phase that their reflection cancels all odher rel1ections, producing

unlocking. This would then correspond to a highly distorted beat

signal such as we have observed. However, we have been unable to

develop a rigorous theory which confirms this hypothesis.

In any event, the absence of locking shows promise as a

measure of rotation rates, except for two present drawbacks: first,

there is the inherent offset discussed above which prevents absolute

rate measurement; and second, the noise and distortion limit accuracy

to rates ol nbout 0.05 mrd/sec. This compares extremely favorably

with the same cavity without modulation, where no beat is visible

below several mrd/'sec.

5. FREQUENCY MODULATION

Some effort has been given to operation of the ring laser in the

f-m region, xith little success. We have achieved mode locking into

a single f-m spectrum which appeara to be quite stable. However,

attempts to measure beat frequencies have been unsuccessful. Work

is continuing in this area. There is some question as to %hat is the

proper modulalor position for best f-m operation, as well as the effect

of cavity length variations. News of any progress in this area will

be available to the Air Force.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The ring laser with phase modulation shows promise as a detector

of low rotation rates. We have found a condition in which locking

does not occur between oppositely-directed uves. The utility is

4- 4



somewhat reduced by en inherent offset which prevents absolute rotation

measurer ints, and the sensitivity is limited by noise and distortion.

However, we have seen an increase in sensitivity by a factor of 20

or more compared with the same device without. modulation.

This project has proved valuable in providing enhanced understand-

ing of phase modulation and ring lasers in general as well as mechan-

isms within the modulating crystal itself.

Suggestions for further study include continued effort in the

f-m region (which we are undertaking in this laboratory), use of

other modulating crystals, and combination of techniques developed

here with those commonly used in a single frequency ring.
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IV. STbFACE WAVE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION

(G S, Kino and M. V Luukkala)

A. INTRODUCTION

This project is concerned with the study of parametric interactions

between surface acoustic waves. The use of parametric interactions

themselves can lead to new kinds of parametric amplifiers, and new

types of parametric oscillators, The oscillators have the advantage

that a surface acoustic wave can be induced into the medium without

the use of a fine pitched transducer

Surface a o- tic waves are particularly suitable for the study

of nonlinear efi'ects. Because the surface waves are confined to a

thin layer of the crystal, the energy density associated with the

wave tends to be very high For a 200 MHz surface wave this layer

thickness is approximately _ pm Tnus, if we compare the power density
2in a width of 1 mm, with that in a volume wave of area I mm , the

power density associated with the surface wave is ý00 times larger

Thus if strong nonlinearities occur with a volume wave at an input

power level of a few hundred watts, the power level tc obtain the same

degree of nonlinearity in a surface wave will be of the order of one

or two watts, At such power levels the acoustic strain is in the

range 10 -10" Two Kinds of non±inearities are involved 1) an

acoustic nonlinearity which arises because wren the strain is large the

medium no longer oceys Hook s law, -) an effec, in piezoelectric crystals

whe,-re the piezoelectric stiffening of -he ultrasoni: wave is fairly

large, in which the dielectric and piezoelectri( ,)nstants may change

with the field and with them aiso noe s ffeninz and tine s:.ind velocity

It is felt, although we ,o not nave cefinite prc:x! that tte first

type of nonlinearity is the one of most imr,.'r-n e



B. PARAMETRIC INMRACTION THEORY

We initially considered the interaction between three signals of

frequencies 1" '½ ) (' 3 and propagation constants k1 , kp , k

respectively, all propagating in the ,ame direction. Strong inter-

actions should be expected in this case when =3 = "• + w2 and

k3 : kI 4 k2 In practice, by putting a signal in a surface wave
transducer at a frequency *1 , we were able to observe second harmonic

generation, and were able to observe higher harmonics as well. It was

intendec1 iriginally to make a traveling wave parametric amplifier hy
putting a pump in at the frequency (, and observing growing signals

and idlers at f equencies ,j and w 2 , respectively. However,

because of the presence of higher idlers at frequency mi1 + rkO2

which interact strongly in this nondispersive medium, parametric

amplification was not obtained.

Instead, we have zorncentrated our efforts in observing and making
use of the parametric interactions between two waves propagating in

opposite directions which have frequencies wl and w2 , and

propagation constants kI. -k. , respectively. The nonlinear coupling

between two acoustic waves of this kind, then, gives rise to an accLstic

strain in the medium at a frequency t L.. with a prop gation
constant k. kI - k 2 It will be observed that, because the

velc.cities of the two surface acoustic waves are identical, if

, ,the output frequency will be 2•, and the effective
propagation constant of the nonlinear component will be zero, Thus,
it shouid be possible to detect the acotiscic strain at a frequency

2, ,ind associated electric field se'. up in a piezoelectric plate by

ineans of metal films degosi*'ed on each side of the slab, as shown in

Fi6. 1, when signals a:E introduced into the medium on transducers
at each end. Likewise, we would expect that if a signal were placed

on the acoustic medium at a frequency . and a pump input between the
metal films at the frequency 2:, , there would be an idler signal

generated in the opposite direction at a frequency w . Then ising

pulscd -•-nals, it is possible to sort out the idler output sepurately

from tht input signal.
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We now consider using coupled mode theory, the situation when a

signal of input frequency (z and strength As, where the power in

the wave is P =1/2 A A* is induced on an interdigital line and

interacts with a uniform field pump at a frequency 2u, . The peak

amplitude of the pump field between the two metal films is taken to be

E p'If the idler power is P i = 1/2 A1Ai we find the following

coupled mode equations between idler and signal:

dA jkxE
s ~r*s-+JkA +C4A, s - A. (1)

dz 4 1

dA. jk, E rA

dz 4 2

where k is the real part of the propagation constant of signal and

idler waves, and Ci is their attenuation per unit length. The

parameter x is a coupling constant, which can be measured directly by

application of a dc field to the plate. In this case, with de fiei±.

applied, it is easy to show from expressions like Eq. (1) that the

coupling equation is

dA
5 JkAs = jkxE A(3

dz O 3

This yields the result that the perturbation in acoustic velocity due

to the application of a dc field E 0is

When a < kXE 12 it can be shown that

Cos LP(l,-z)- ~
IA s(z)I jA(OMI Co (krj (5)
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and

sin ru(-z)
JAi(z)i - jAs(o)i (6)

where

Sk2(XE p/4)2 _ 12 (7)

and

tan 0 = a/r (8)

anJ' A is the interaction lengthb It will be seen that if a is

smrell, oscillations take place if the length of the system is large

enough, or the power in the pump large enough so that !-I > A/2 . On

the other hand, if the attenuation is large, it can be shown that

when a >> r the ratio of the idler signal at z = 0 to the input

signal is given by the relationship

Ai(O) kXE

As(0) 8a

Thus, the value of X can be measured relatively simply by rf measure-

ments or by dc measurements.

More generally, if the signal and idler frequencies are not equal,

the pump must have an equivalent propagation constant

kp - k3 = k .- k2 (10)
a

where va is the velocity of the acoustic wave, As
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it follows that

- l-vk lw)] (12)

and

con (v k (Vn/t;p)b (13)

Tu inti- r-_,d be introduced on a relatively coarse

transducer tb a P:-. --' inr to the difference in propagation
con--tants be-wee_ be ý, me-• =.vever, now, by inducing the pump

on a transdu•.er .- • .,e "- :>ttain much larger fields between

the interdigita, flr•,----'• c*'. t y i.e only 10-20 p apart rather than

between the two me-s. f° ..L c. 0 are of the order (,f 1/2 mm apart. It

would be expected tha" .t se :•f a .oarse transducer for the pump

would give much better sensitivily and it would be easier to make a

parametric oscillator this way

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON PAPAMETF j SUTFAC.E WAVE INTERACTIONS

]he experiments were carried out using the configurations shown

in Fig. la and b (The same configurations were also used in another

experiment to be descriced later), In Fig. lb the interdigital

periodicity is determined by the k -vector The pump was connectedp
to the central plate electrode through a coaxiaL resonator or stub

"tuner In the case of Fig la, two ten finger-pair, 10,. Mvz transducers

were used at the end Df the rods, and the length of the continuous

central electrode was e cm

Using the configuration of Fig. la. a signal pulse at 10' MHz

was inserted on the input transducer. A pulse of rf at 210 MHz was

inserted on the center plate; the average pump power was a few watts.

A return idler signal at 10',- MHz was obser',ed but because (i) it was

partially masked by the much larger ingoing signal pulse, and (2) plate

mode osc-,llations at the subharmonic frequency were excited by the pump,

no good measurements of the amplit.de of the surface wave idler could



&

be carried out, When the signal and pump pulses were shortened in

order to separate the idler and signal pulses conveniently on the

receiver, the signal-to-noise ratio worsened as predicted by Eq. (2),

The fact that subharmonic oscillations occurred even without an input

signal present showed that the postulated nonlinearities were relatively

strong. By covering the surface of the delay line with various absorbing

materials, and using electrostatic probes it was shown that the

subharmonic oscillations that were excited were volume wave plate modes,

with the s,.rface wave transducers acting as poor couplers t.) these

volume waves. The oscillating behavic, repeated itself at about 2 5 MHz

intervals, which roughly corresponded to the thickness of the czystal

From this it was conCluded that subharmonic plate waves were excited

through the acoustic nonlinearity It was also observed, that the

subharmonic oscillations died away within I or psec when the pump was

turned off. This indicates a rather lossy wave with a high nonlinear

coupling, which may be the case with a plate wave near the cutoff,

Because the subharmonic oscillations were not very susceptible to

systematic investigation and because of the large number of possble

plate modes present, it was decided to redesign the system to emphasize

surface wave interactions

The experiment was repeated using the configuration in Fig 1

with a 30 finger-pair 107' MHz interdigital transducer as zhe pumping

electrode In this way the pumping field would be concentrated at

the surface and a better filihng factor wou±d result The lO. MHz

transducer corresponded to a k -vector of 1 9. \ 10 cm corresponding

to signal and idler frequenties at ,b and 18, M.;-z respectvely with

a pump frequency of --'0 MH.z 7he signai and idler were detected us:ng

a e20 Wr-z, 4 fingor-pair transducer at the ena of the rod

A strong idler was detetted and the coupling coeff-,rient was

measured from the idler amplitude using an expression similar to Eq 1;)
-10

The measured value about 1 ~I 10 is scmewhat unreiaatlc,

mainly because the measuremenr of 'he relevar' parame.ers coild not
be carried out accurately ai b',h the signa- aad idler frequencaes werý

well outside the 'issband ýf the input transd,.cers Ho)wever -ne mras.,red

. ,-



value of X is in the same range as the value obtained for volume waves

by B. Thompson.

From Eq. (1) it is noted that lossless transmission occurs when

Ep - 4a/Xks . If a~ 0.8 dB/cm at 220 MHz, we see that the peak

field has to be - 120 kV/cm, which tends to be unrealistically high

for a grating. It is interesting to note, however, that by using

higher frequencies the threshold could be greatly reduced. In the

present measurements E 7.5 kV/cm at 470 MHz.

p
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V. SEMICONDUCTOR FILMS

(G. S.Kino and L. A. Coldien)

A. INTRODUCTION

Last fall a program was initiated in this laboratory to produce thir.

films of indium antimoniie. The primary purpose of this investigation

was to provide additional material which could be used in an acoustiý

surface wave amplifier. inSb was chosen to be flash evaporated in

vacuum in view of 'ýbe relative simplicity of the technique and tne

large measure of success achieved with thas material by other experi-

menters. Over the past several months apparatus and procedures for

Producing IrSb thu. fims have been refined. Initially the effort was

aimed at making high Lnobility films > I pm in Thickness. During tne

past three months, huiever. tninner films with parameters suitable for

use in a surface wave ai'oustac amplifier have been sought. Most recentlv,

the work has been directed tcward the fabrication ,.f a inonolithfc acoustic

amplifier.

B. EXPERIMENTAL

The most significant result of the early work was that the flasrh

evaporation technique proved s;ccessful. This pr,.,c~dure first suafgestedt

by Harris and Siegel has proved to be a very succezssful techrnique for

achieving high quality inSb tnin fýims23"5 ,4 2he procedire used here is

similar to t.nat used in ,:t.er Laborat..,ries Gran.1ated rnSb soacu.

!L. Harris and M. Siegel. J. App-. Phys. 19, 739 (1948).

2S. K. Sharma and V. K. Jain, Soiid-Sate Electronics (Pergamon

Press, 1968) Vol. I!, pp. 425-428
) H. H. Wieder, Solid-State Eetronrves (Per-afmr- Fress, !-6.)

Vol. 9. (3-582.
4

M. H. Francoube and J. E. Johnson, P,..'s. s -f T..ian Fiirres (A-a-
demic Press, 1959) eds. G. Hass and R.E Tli.,, V.1. .. , pD I.
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naterial is continuously dropped into a tantalum evaporator which is

resistivity preheated to - !6000C in vacuum. Th- sample substrate is
_(j

maintained at 300-4hO0 C to promote oriented crystal grocth from the

impinging stoichrometrically proportioned vapor.

""i"n- -Iass substrates supported behind a mask cut in the shape

ill-,; sin,'.' fim.: A m in thickness were deposited. See Iig. I

•A'ter the sample e ,d t' 25"OC air ":'.t
0 "' . "• ." .' • • • '" :• ;, " ", " ' ",' ,e,.'. u 'V:.Is ".;a' s

.4 . . . .. . - ...

0.6. •,, .-- .•,,"U.0

' : . " *: . ; . ' m.-bl ities - 2U,OuO -ri' /V..'
4_0. X e , .1 r , • °.

0 . : ... i t At .. ur apparatus and procedure could]

),,,.v # r,saits comparable to those which existed in the .iUterature,

it was decided to redirect our goals toward developing films which might

be suitable for use in an acoustoeiectric surface wave amplifier.

it may be shown that for reasonable acoastic gain, the conductivity-

t:ni'kness product ((rd) for the semiconductor film must be < 1.0 PU

and the.• drift mobility (pD ) should be > 500 cm /Vsec. It should be
punmei out. at this stage that these parameters put strict limitations

con an inSb film thickness Expressing the conductivity-thickness product
as

crd = qn PDd ,

can solve for the required thickness. Now for (ad) = 105 PU
S -19 16 2 300 /V2q o= .ox C , n = 3 x10 /cm and p cD m/Vsec,

a ma...muwn usable film thickness is estimated to be d < 700 R . Figure 2

is a ptot of d versus pD frcm the above equation. Lines of constant

(ai,) are plottied for selected values 'f n . The experimental ,'otted

• . ,v.,,;th, maximum Hall mobility. •}| , obtained for a substrate

temperature cf 40ooC and no recrystallization. For lower substrate

•J. A. Carroll and J. E. Spivak, Solid-State Electronics (Perga-
m-on Press, is66), Vol. 9, pp. 383-387.

'T. M. Reedcr, private cMmmunication.
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temperature, lower mobilities are observed due to an increase in the

polycrystalline nature of the films. Due to their extreme thinness

and a desire for very flat film surfaces the films are no longer re-

crystallized following deposition.

To date several films have been deposited on quartz and microscope

slide substrates, satisfying the minimum criteria on u and (ad)

In most cases the procedure yields high purity material.. In fact, the

carrier concentrations, as estimated from Hall and conductivity measure-

ments, are usually within a factor of three from the starting material

(n = 2 x 1016 13c- at rocm temperature), However, in practice diffi--knes despte th insallaion of'

culties arise from variations in thickness despite the instal o o

a laser transmission monitor. This is primarily because the (ad) pro-

duct is quite sensi-.ve to small deviations in t;.•ckness It has been

observed that the conductivity is also a function of d and, moreover,

the first - 100 9A of the film is semi-insulating.

The presence of -he semi-insulating layer possibly mey be explained

by the existence of trapping centers associated with substrate-film

interface defects. The presence of surface related trapping states

".1so might explain the low carrier concentrations observed at 77 0 K

with our thinnest samples. Figure 3 gives a plot of conductance versus

reciprocal temperature for several samples,

The separated medium surface-wave-acoustic amplifier requires tnal

a semiconductor film be brought to within several hundred angstroms of

a piezoelectric material which is propagating an altrasonic surface wave

But, mechanical contact with the piezoelectric delay lvne must be avoided

in the active region. Hence, electrical contacts at tie ends of the

semiconductor film cannot extend more tnan a few hundred angst roeis fr,•m

the active surface of the film. To avoid this contacting probiem we

have been using substrates with beve-led ends so that the contact can

be made away from the flat surfacc, as i:Iustrated in Fig 'L TI

over which the film is deposited ioes not appear to affect ":.e SL. -

conductor properties.

Another criteria whtlcic t!c film r..st me , tU h s-1tabP fcr ' ,se

;n this amplifier is an ability *o withstand :,ig:. irnfi fieidE, T':
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achieve terminal gain in the amplifier, it iG believed that electric

fields of the orer of 3 kV/cm will be required. During acoustic tests

it has been demonstrated that fields of this magnitude can be sustained.

Amplifier tests ha',e been carried out on several films, and acoustic

gains of a few dB at 1000 I/cm have resulted in most cases. Since rigid

substrates of 1mn thickness were used in all these tests, it iC believed

that some degree of mechanical contacting has always taken place when

the film was brought close enough to obtain interaction, Similar results

have been observed with silicon on rigid sapphire substrates in the past..

We s•ee planning to use a more flexible glass substrate 10 mils thick in

the future.

Mosft of the present Tork is being directed toward the development

of a r'onoljthic acoustic ampiifier. In short, tnis means using the

piez.ejectric delay medium as the LnSb film substrate. Lithium niobate

is a verý gcod mate.-'ial for eleztrical coupling to surface waves and for

this reason it is presently being used exclusively for surface wave

acoustic amplifier tests in this laboratory. However, we have found that

InSb cannot be directly deposited on lithium niobate when it is heated

to 4000C in vacuum because of oxygen sublimation. We have found that

one way of circumventing this problem is to coat the surface with - 200

of SiO. With this barrier layer in place a few oxide free films have

been deposited. The electrical characteris.;ics of the first of these

samples was slmilý.- to those obtained using glass substrates. it should

bg pointed out, hcaever, that most of the evaporation trials resulted

jr oxidized films, so that additional techniques for eliminating this

pioblem are being considered. Contacts for this configuration can be

msde most easily by doping a narrow strip at each end of the film with

VI iPur.

In the near future we believe a good InSb film can be deposited on

a -iihiu,. rniobate delay line. This will give us the -pportunity to

compare the characterisLics of this monolithtc device with tho theory

and determine the feacibility of the configuration. Dependi:i upon the

behavior of the In&b - lithium niobate amplif.'er it will be dec':ed

whlither ,o continue to use these naterials or to ccnsider cth-.:
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semiconductor and/or delay line materials. Since the flash evaporation

technique worked successfully with most of the III-V compounds, 7 it

should be a minor effort to convert to the use of GaAs which hao a

much lower intrinsic density than InSb.

7E. K. MUller, J. Appl. Phys. 35, 580 (1964).
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VI. SU1BMILIfMETER WAVE GENERATOR

(H. Heffner, R. Meserve)

A. OBJECTIVE

The intent of this project was to utilize the differences in

relaxation time of mclecular energy levels to produce a population

inversion in a flowing gas.

B. FINAL SUMARY OF WORK

We have undertaken the i.heoretical study of the processes which

control the buildup or de. iy of the populations of the vibrational

levels of a Tpolecule ana Studied the interrelations of these processes

with each other. We chose to focus on the C02 --N2 -He mixture because

the current interest in these gases has generated an abundance of

information in The literatý,ure.

In previous statuis report's we cutlined the important. relaxation

processes which couple ",liorat ional ieveils in the C02 -N2 -he system,

and on the basis of r.hese processes. we constructed a set of rate

equations. Given the start'ing conditions of the system and the changes

of the parameters over time., the rate equations enable the determiria-

tion of level populatious at any instant of time, and consequently the

gain of the system. The solution of these nonlinear ejuations was

attained numerically by the use of Hanming's Predictor-Corrector

method. As outl. ned iu previous reports, we rqr-d our rate equations

to model t.he gas transport laser of riffany., i'arg, anid Foster 1 ' 2 and

at, am,-id excellent agreement wit•h their experimental data. We then

.x,.'.-ded our model to st-ady -he isentropic flow of the CO2 -N -iHe

mixture thrcugh a high velocity nozzle. The nozzle serves to cool the

l1W. B. Tiffany, P. Targ, and j. D. Foster, AppL. Phys. Letters 15.
p. 91-3 (1969>,

2W, B. Tiffariy, private communication (19W.
6,,"
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kinetic temperature of the gas, and if the cooling is fast enough, can

leave the Co. in an inverted state. The calculation for a mach 3

nozzle yielded both reasonable inversion and gain for the system. Our

success with these two cases assured us that our model was fundamentally

sound and tha we could accurately predict the transient and stable

level populations in a gas system.

6


